An issue has been identified with Cisco NFNIC drivers in ESXi 6.7 and later. Purity has been updated to workaround the issue. If you are on an affected release described here upgrade Purity or to the fixed Cisco NFNIC driver.


**Fix:** CSCvx64370: NFNIC driver returns target aborted IO as completed successfully

**Pure KB:** [https://support.purestorage.com/Flas...d_successfully](https://support.purestorage.com/Flas...d_successfully)

**VMware KB:** [https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/83073](https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/83073)

**Cisco KB:** [https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugs...bug/CSCvx64370](https://bst.cloudapps.cisco.com/bugs...bug/CSCvx64370)
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Need some help? Have a question?

- **Open a ticket** with support: email support@purestorage.com.
- **Pose a question** on the Pure Storage Community! http://community.purestorage.com
- **Join the discussion** on the Pure Storage Slack team! Open for customers, partners, employees and really everyone. https://codeinvite.purestorage.com

Pure Storage and VMware Compatibility and Certification:

- VMware Certification with the FlashArray can be found on the VMware Compatibility Guide.
- Pure Storage compatibility listings can be found in the Compatibility Matrix KB.

Want to know what is new? Check out:

Follow our Pure Storage and VMware YouTube Channel: